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CARLT O N HOBBS LLC
ASOCIACIoN PARA LA REPATRIACIoN DEL MOSAICO ROMANO DE
PANX6N
Atten" of Mr. Gonzalo Ferniindez-Tur6gano
Fernando ei Catdlico 88,
Madrid 28075, Spain

New York, 29th,October, 2A20

Dear Sirs,

Re: Repatriation of Roman mosaic

I refer to the Roman mosaic a picture of which is attached hereto (hereinafter, the "Mosaic").

We are aware that you are a Spanish non-for-profit association (the "Association") set up
for the purposes of carrying out a public fund raising to repatriate the Mosaic to Nigriin
(Galicia, Spain) to allow its public exhibition by way of its donation or loan to an institution
which may guarantee that end.

In accordance with our conversations:

i) We have agreed to sell the Mosaic to the Association for an amount of USD 58,000.
(We agree to ship the piece to London, leaving within three weeks after completion,
at no additional cost, but due to Brexit this no longer allows for the previously
applicable "Free Circulation" provision of the piece into the EU.) However, it is our
understanding that import tax does not apply to antiques acquired by or for public
institutions and museums. (Please could you check this and confirm?)

2) We do not require a deposit for reserving this piece for the Association.
3) We undertake not to sell the Mosaic to any party other than the Association. This

exclusivity will apply for a period of 24 months as from the date hereof, to aliow the
Association to carry out the fund raising activities.

4) We authorize the Association to a) use the image of the Mosaic for its fund raising
and related activities and b) show this letter to that end.

Yours sincerely,

Sa0/
Stefanie Rinza
Managing Director
Carlton Hobbs LLC

To:
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